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Company Information
BRUSH UP YOUR INNER CHILD!!

Brush �eatre is a place where every child and teenager in the world can enjoy high-quality performance
no matter what their social, economic, and geographical background is. 

We value the fact that everyone has the right to enjoy art. We treat children and adolescents as 
today's audiences instead of the future’s.

We respect, provide, and create various art experiences and cultural values for children to 
embrace in their daily lives.

From the very beginning of our foundation, we aim to enter the international market. We have been 
actively running productions around the world.

Overall, we work with children, family audiences, and partners from various backgrounds 
beyond the limitations of language.

As a result of these e�orts, the world's leading art festivals and theatres continue to invite BRUSH theatre 
to perform. Moreover, we continue to enter the international market through art markets and platforms.

+82-2-6007-1684

http://www.brushtheatre.com



Content Link : https://youtu.be/7HW_hX-UrCs 

Content Introduction : 

Let’s go for this spectacle!
It’s all about communicating with the audience and enjoying together
Immersive Experience �eater GRAVITY SPACE!

“In the whole universe, there is nothing that will disappear forever.”

Everything you imagine turns into reality With AI CON. Let’s go into space and have a thrilling experience

�e spectacle that is hard to see in the universe, �e mysterious scene of the explosion !
To see the exact moment by herself, LILA, the stowaway, sneaked into the spaceship.

LILA was discovered by AI CON, but found the secrets inside the spaceship.�ose secrets put the entire 
spaceship in danger… Will LILA be able to witness the exact moment of the explosion?

Actors’ acting is directly  In front of your eyes Interactive performance!

�e brilliant video and the actors’ excellent acting skills, To stimulate the imagination. 
�is will be the fantastic performance that you’ve never seen before!

Gravity Space



Content Link : https://youtu.be/YTjwREE0Sj4

Content Introduction : 
A journey to find the Cloud! Every moment is a touching story.�Immersive family 
musical to awaken children’s imagination!

“You can do anything in dreams. It doesn’t matter!”
“You can do anything in dreams. Try it, too!”

Where did the Cloud go?
�e doors walking toward the child, the weird rabbits, and the scary banana invasion!
Along with the angry sound has always been in our ears…What actually happened in our dreams? 
�rough the beautiful music and fantastic videos, We will show you a shining and exciting story!

Beautiful images unfold in the world of dreams!

It’s a magical atmosphere that you can’t experience in real life. Just knock on the door and you’ll see. 
Open up a whole new world. �e world inside the door, the world inside the jungle, and 
the world under the sea.

Everything goes through projection technology. It unfolds before your eyes.According to various 
emotional lines, Enter di�erent doors and experience di�erent worlds.Behind each door there will 
be a whole new world. �ey’re waiting for us.

Dream Finder




